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AGE DISCRIMINATION
Change in pay scale to accommodate government funding cuts favouring older employees 
— Whether justifiable or impermissibly based on cost
Heskett v Secretary of State for Justice CA 110

DISCRIMINATION
Vicar’s marital problems impacting on relationships within church community — Whether  
dismissal marriage discrimination
Gould v St John’s Downshire Hill EAT 1

EMPLOYMENT
Companies introducing tutors to parents — Whether supplying tutors for “employment”
R (Simply Learning Tuition Agency Ltd) v Secretary of State for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy Helen Mountfield QC 79

EMPLOYMENT
Cyclist training under agreement with organisation aiming to win medals for national team 
— Whether “employee” or “worker” for purposes of unfair dismissal claim
Varnish v British Cycling Federation (trading as British Cycling) EAT 44

EMPLOYMENT
Temporary agency worker assigned to same user under numerous successive contracts 
— Whether national legislation permitting such practice precluded by EU law
JH v KG (Case C-681/18) ECJ 94
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THE WEEKLY LAW REPORTS HAVE 
E X P A N D E D
Since they entered circulation in 1953, The Weekly Law  
Reports have provided the most up to date and  
comprehensive generalist coverage of law-changing  
judgments in England and Wales.

To address the increasing demand over recent years for wider  
and deeper coverage of case law, we have significantly  
expanded The Weekly Law Reports. 

As a user of The Weekly Law Reports, you will be famil-
iar with the existing three volumes. Volume 1 covers points 
of law of general interest and procedural matters. Volumes 2 
and 3 contain cases of greater significance which will subse-
quently appear (with the addition of a note of argument) in  
The Law Reports. 

Volume 4 of The Weekly Law Reports provides extended 
coverage of cases which we do not have room to report in  
the print edition but are nevertheless instructive and useful to 
practitioners and students alike. You can find them, along with 
those reported in Volumes 1 to 3, on ICLR Online.


